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Abstract - This paper presents an experimental investigation on the mechanical properties and 

microstructure of geopolymer concrete mixed using class F fly ash (FA), ground granulated blast-

furnace slag (GGBS) and high-magnesium nickel slag (HMNS). An optimal combination of FA, 

GGBS and HMNS was determined using the compressive strength tests of geopolymer (GP) pastes 

mixed with various different replacements of FA with GGBS and/or HMNS. It was found that the 

replacement of FA with 20% of GGBS and 10% of HMNS in GP concrete increases the 28-day 

compressive strength by 100% and the 28-day splitting tensile strength by 58%. The 

microstructure analysis of the GP concrete using SEM, XRD, and FTIR showed the formation of 

aluminosilicate amorphous phase in a three-dimensional network. The SEM images revealed a 

fully compact and cohesive geopolymer matrix, which explains the reason why the mechanical 

properties of the FA based GP concrete with both GGBS and HMNS are improved.     

 

Keywords: Fly ash; ground granulated blast-furnace slag; nickel slag; geopolymer; mechanical 

property; microstructure. 
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ECO2  embodied carbon dioxide  

EE  embodied energy  

FA  fly ash 

FTIR   Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

GGBS  ground granulated blast furnace slag 

GP  geopolymer  

HMNS  high-magnesium nickel slag  

PC  Portland cement 

SCM  supplementary cementitious material 

SEM  scanning electron microscope 

XRD  x-ray diffraction  
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1. Introduction  

 

  Concrete, owing to its availability, easy preparation and fabrication, is the most popular 

construction material. Today, concrete is the second most used material after water, with nearly 

three tonnes used annually for each person on earth. In terms of its effectiveness, price and 

performance when considered for most purposes, none of the other materials could compete or 

replace concrete. However, the production of ordinary Portland cement (PC) concrete requires a 

large embodied energy (EE) and produces a large amount of embodied carbon dioxide (ECO2). It 

was reported that depending upon the type and method of mix design, to produce one tonne of PC 

concrete requires roughly 150-250 kWh EE and produces approximately 75–175 kg ECO2 [1,2]. 

In addition, PC concrete is a composite material, composed of aggregates embedded in a hard 

matrix of cement paste that fills the space among the aggregate particles and glues them together. 

PC production is highly energy intensive next only to steel and aluminium and its EE is very high 

at about 1300 kWh/tonne; further, a tonne of PC production causes the emission of around 0.8 

tonnes of the green gas CO2 [3,4]. Therefore, an urgent task of research is to find alternatives to 

reduce or even replace the PC in concrete to make the concrete industry more eco-friendly. 

 

  Numerous studies have been carried out in the last two decades to pursue and support the 

concept of environmentally friendly blending materials. The work involves the use of 

supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) such as fly ash, slag and other pozzolanic materials 

to partially replace PC [5,6] when manufacturing PC concrete products, and the development of 

low carbon concretes such as the geopolymer (GP) concrete [7,8] that does not use PC. Similar to 

the PC concrete, GP concrete also consists of a binder made from fine powdery materials, called 

as geopolymers, the bulk volume filling granular particles made of aggregates, and a liquid 

component of the mix made of alkaline chemicals. At present, fly ash (FA) appears to be the most 

promising source material for the large-scale industrial production of GP concrete due to its 

favourable rheological properties and lower water demand when mixed with aggregates and 

alkaline solutions [9,10], although the other by-product materials such as silica fume, slag, rice-

husk ash, and red mud and other natural minerals such as kaolinite, clays, micas, andalousite, 

spinel could also be used as the source materials. 
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  FA is a by-product of coal-fired thermal power plants. It primarily contains silica, alumina, iron 

oxide, and lime [11]. ASTM C618 [12] classifies FA into two categories, class F and class C. The 

former is produced from anthracite and bituminous coal and contains less than 5-10% lime, which 

is essentially a pozzolanic material, meaning that it does not react with water on its own, but reacts 

with calcium hydroxide in the presence of moisture to give calcium silicate hydrates. The latter is 

normally derived from lignite and sub-bituminous coal and contains a high amount of lime (15-

30%). Apart from its pozzolanic property, class C FA also has a cementitious property. It can react 

with water on its own to form calcium silicate hydrates. Class F and class C FAs have both been 

used as SCMs in PC concrete with up 40% replacement of PC by mass [12]. However, when used 

as the precursor in GP concrete it is more effective to use class F FA than class C FA.    

 

  The use of FA to produce GP concrete has been investigated extensively in recent years. The 

work involves the mechanism of geopolymerization, the mechanical properties and durability of 

the resulting concrete, and the effect of using different binder materials on the mechanical 

properties of GP concrete. For example, Palomo et al. [13] conducted an experimental study on 

blended cement containing 30% PC clinker and 70% FA. The powdery material was mixed with 

deionised water for “normal” hydration, and with two different alkaline solutions for “normal” 

alkaline activation. It was found that the mechanical strength developed by this highly blended 

cement differed considerably depending on the hydrating solution used. Bouzoubaa et al. [14] 

presented a study on the mechanical properties and durability of concrete made with a high-volume 

FA blended cement using a coarse FA that does not meet the fineness requirement of ASTM C 

618. The results were compared with those of the high-volume FA concrete in which unground 

FA had been added in the concrete mixer. In their study, the properties of the fresh and hardened 

concrete including durability were investigated. The obtained results showed that the fabricated 

concrete which had blended with cement had better mechanical properties and durability than the 

concrete made with the addition of the unground FA. Olivia and Nikraz [15] provided a study on 

the mechanical properties and durability of concrete produced from the optimal mixes of FA-based 

GP mixtures. The results showed that the geopolymer concrete could achieve a 55 MPa 

compressive strength within 28 days and could have higher mechanical properties including tensile 

and flexural strengths. The FA-based GP concrete also showed a significant improvement in other 

mechanical properties by producing less expansion and drying shrinkage compared to those of 

OPC control mix. However, it was reported that there is a significant change in the compressive 

strength of all geopolymer mixes at each wetting-drying cycle with higher weight losses compared 
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to that of OPC concrete. Chi and Huang [16] investigated the mechanical properties and binding 

mechanism of FA-slag based GP mortars. The work involves the compressive strength test, 

flexural strength test, water absorption test, drying shrinkage test, scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of GP mortars. The test results showed that the 

binding mechanism and properties of FA-slag based GP mortars were significantly influenced by 

both of fly ash to slag ratio and the dosage of sodium oxide (Na2O). In addition, the SEM and XRD 

analysis revealed that the hydration products of FA-slag based GP mortars mainly consist of 

amorphous alkaline aluminosilicate and low-crystalline calcium silicate hydrate gel. Except for 

drying shrinkage, better mechanical properties including the compressive strength, flexural 

strength and water absorption, were obtained in FA-slag based GP mortars in comparison with 

those of OPC mortars. Albitar et al. [17] reported an experimental study on the behaviour of GP 

concrete in both its wet and hardened states using Class F FA. The experimental programme 

included 15 mixing designs to examine the influence of water-to-binder and superplasticiser-to-

binder ratios on the workability and strength of FA-based GP concrete. Velandia et al. [25] 

investigated the effect of mix design, curing conditions and engineering properties on the long-

term properties of Na2SO4-activated high volume fly ash concrete. The results showed that using 

Na2SO4 as a chemical activator initiates chemical reactions in the mixture, which leads to an 

increase in its alkalinity and the acceleration of FA dissolution, which in turn increases the matrix 

density due to the formation of more ettringite. 

 

  Note that, apart from FA, there are many other industrial wastes that need to be recycled [18]. 

Therefore, there is a need to develop suitable alternatives to FA to promote commercialisation of 

GP concrete technology. Among many industrial by-products, ground granulated blast-furnace 

slag (GGBS) and high-magnesium nickel slag (HMNS) are the two materials which have been 

found to be able to improve the performance of resultant GP concrete when they are used to 

partially replace FA [19,20]. GGBS is a by-product obtained from iron industries when cooled and 

ground to the fineness of cement. GGBS has hydraulic properties. ASTM C 989 [21] grades blast 

furnace slag into grades 80, 100, and 120 according to its hydraulic activity, with the higher grade 

contributing more to strength potential. GGBS has been used as an SCM in PC concrete for many 

years, either as a mineral admixture or a component of blended cement [22,23]. The use of GGBS 

in PC concrete can decrease the long-term drying shrinkage of concrete and improve the 

workability of fresh concrete and the long-term strength and durability of the hardened concrete.  

It has been reported that the use of electric furnace ferronickel slag (FNS) as a filler aggregate in 
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the production of PC and GP concretes can improve their strength and durability. Some research 

showed that the use of 20% of FNS powder in geopolymer exhibited better strength and durability 

properties when compared to 100% FA based geopolymer [26]. Cao et al. [27] investigated the 

possibility of using FNS mixed with GGBS to manufacture alkali-activated cements. Their results 

showed that there was no influence on the setting times when the FNS used up to 40%; however, 

mixing 60% of FNS prolonged the setting times and significantly decreased the mechanical 

strengths. Another study was reported on the effect of using a mix of furnace nickel slag (FNS) 

and phosphorous slag (PS) on the hydration and hardening processes, mechanical and durability 

properties of the concrete [28]. The results showed the superior mechanical properties and 

permeability to chloride ions of the FNS and PS concrete mixture compared to that of high volume 

FA concrete [28]. 

 

  HMNS is also an industrial by-product, produced from nickel production from high-magnesium 

nickel oxide ores. It contains considerable amounts of silica, alumina and magnesium. In most 

countries, HMNS is normally treated as an industrial waste material and is stored by landfill, which 

essentially has a hazardous effect on ground and ground water. Therefore, it is important to seek a 

way by which the HMNS can be recycled. Recently, Yang et al. [24] presented an experimental 

investigation on the use of HMNS and its effect on the reaction, mechanical properties and 

microstructure of FA-based geopolymers when HMNS was used as a partial replacement of FA. 

The results showed that the use of 20% HMNS substitution results in the highest compressive 

strength and the lowest linear drying shrinkage.  

 

  In this paper, an experimental investigation is reported on the mechanical properties and 

microstructure of GP concrete mixed using class F FA, GGBS and HMNS as a combined binder. 

The optimal combination of FA, GGBS and HMNS was determined based on the compressive 

strengths obtained from the GP pastes mixed with various different replacements of FA with 

GGBS and/or HMNS. The mechanical properties (compressive strength and splitting tensile 

strength) of the GP concrete mixed using the optimal combination of FA, GGBS, HMNS were 

tested at 7, 14 and 28 days and also compared with those of GP concrete without GGBS and 

HMNS. Microstructure analyses were carried out using SEM, XRD, FTIR to examine the 

difference in the material organization and morphological structure between the GP concrete 

specimens with and without GGBS and HMNS addition. 
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2. Experimental programme  

 

2.1 Materials 

 

  The materials used for casting GP concrete specimens were aluminosilicate materials (class F 

FA, GGBS and HMNS), aggregate, and alkaline activators.  

 

  Class F FA, obtained from Manjung power plant at Perak in Malaysia, was used as the main 

binder material in the present experimental study. The average particle size of the FA is about 18 

µm. The specific surface area of the FA is around 1.29 m2/g. GGBS was obtained from the steel 

plant at Penang in Malaysia. The average particle size of the GGBS is about 138 µm. The specific 

surface area of the GGBS is around 0.106 m2/g. HMNS was obtained from the steel plant in 

Shaanxi Province, China. The average particle size of the HMNS is about 280 µm. The specific 

surface area of the HMNS is around 0.0536 m2/g. Fig.1 shows the particle size distributions of the 

FA, GGBS and HMNS. The chemical compositions of the FA, GGBS and HMNS are given in 

Table 1, which were determined by using x-ray fluorescence analysis. 

 

  River sand of sizes not exceeding 5 mm and gravel of sizes ranging between 5 mm and 19 mm 

were used as the fine and coarse aggregates, respectively. The density is 1204 kg/m3 for the coarse 

aggregate and 1640 kg/m3 for the sand. In the present experimental tests, the mass ratio of the 

sand-to-gravel was kept at 3:7 for all specimens, which is similar to that used in normal PC 

concrete. The gravel was saturated in water for about 2 hours, then left to dry at a room temperature 

of 25±2°C and a relative humidity of 85-90% for another 1 hour until the water film on the surface 

visibly vanished, before it was mixed with binders and alkaline activators. This was to ensure that 

the gravel would not over absorb the activator solution when they were mixed together. 

 

  The alkaline activators used in the present experimental study were sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) 

and sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The sodium silicate solution was obtained from South Pacific 

Chemicals Industries (SPCI) Ltd in Malaysia, with the chemical composition of Na2O=14.7%, 

SiO2=29.8%, and water 55.5% by mass. The sodium hydroxide solution was prepared in the 

laboratory by dissolving sodium hydroxide pellets in water. To prepare the sodium hydroxide 
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solution with the concentration of 12M, 480 grams of sodium hydroxide pellets supplied from 

Formosa Plastic Corporation, Taiwan were dissolved in 1 litre of distilled water. After cooling for 

24 hours at room temperature, the sodium hydroxide solution was then mixed with the sodium 

silicate solution. The mass ratio of sodium-silicate to sodium-hydroxide solution was 2.5, which 

was previously used for producing FA based geopolymer concrete [29]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Particle size distributions of FA, GGBS and HMNS. 

Table 1.Chemical compositions of FA, GGBS and HMNS. 

Compositions  Class F FA GGBS HMNS 

SiO
2
 55.7 28.2 43.22 

Al
2
O

3
 27.8 9.73 4.35 

Fe
2
O

3
 7.27 0.98 10.34 

CaO 4.10 52.69 3.45 

TiO
2
 2.29 1.01 0.1 

SO
3
 0.27 1.46 0.28 

K
2
O 1.55 1.22 0.18 

MgO - 2.9 26.15 

MnO - 0.74 0.89 

P
2
O

5
 - - 0.05 

Na2O - - 0.23 

Cr2O3 - - 1.01 

LOI 3.04 3.76 0.3 
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2.2 Mix proportions of GP paste and GP concrete 

 

  Two types of GP pastes were mixed and tested. One is the GP pastes in which the binder consists 

of FA and GGBS. The other is the GP pastes in which the binder consists of FA, GGBS and 

HMNS. In both types of mixes, the binder-to-liquid (alkaline solution) ratio was kept at 2.0, which 

was suggested based on previous experimental results [29]. 

 

  In the FA-GGBS based GP pastes, GGBS contents with 5%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of the 

binder were selected. Nine specimens of 50 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm cube for each selected GGBS 

content were cast. Hence, there were a total of 5x9 = 45 cubic specimens that were cast. The 

compressive strength tests were carried out on these specimens at 7, 14, and 28 days, respectively; 

and at each time three specimens were tested repeatedly for each selected GGBS content 

specimens. The purpose of the tests was to find out the best FA-to-GGBS ratio, which gives the 

largest compressive strength. 

  In the FA-GGBS-HMNS based GP pastes, GGBS content was fixed at the optimum portion of 

20%, which was determined based on the largest compressive strength of the FA-GGBS based GP 

pastes, whereas HMNS was used to partially replace FA with the replacement of 5%, 10%, 15% 

and 20%. Six specimens of 50 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm cube for each selected HMNS content were 

Others 1.018 1.05 9.4 
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cast. Hence, there were a total of 4x6 = 24 cubic specimens that were cast. The compressive 

strength tests were carried out on these specimens at 7 and 14 days, respectively; and at each time 

three specimens were tested repeatedly for each selected HMNS content specimens. The purpose 

of the tests was to find out the best FA-to-HMNS ratio, which gives the largest compressive 

strength. 

 

  The contents determined from the GP pastes for GGBS and HMNS were used to cast the FA-

GGBS-HMNS based GP concrete. Two types of GP concrete specimens were cast. One is the 

cubic specimens of 100 mm x 100 mm x100 mm, used for conducting compressive strength tests 

at 7, 14, 28 and 90 days (3x4=12 specimens); each time with three repeat tests. The other is the 

cylindrical specimens of diameter 75 mm and length 150 mm, used for conducting splitting tensile 

strength tests also at 7, 14, 28, and 90 days (3x4=12 specimens); each time with three repeat tests. 

All of the FA-GGBS-HMNS based GP concrete specimens have the same mix proportion with the 

binder-to-liquid ratio being 2:1 and the binder-to-aggregate ratio being 3:7. Table 2 shows the 

details of the mix design proportions for GP paste and GP concrete. 

Table 2. Mixture proportions of GP paste and GP concrete 

            

 

Materials 

GP Paste GP concrete  

Cubic specimens Cubic specimen Cylindrical specimen 

Coarse aggregates, kg/m3 - 1176 779 

Fine aggregates, kg/m3 - 504 333.7 

Class F FA, kg/m3 420 336 222.6 

GGBS, kg/m3 120 96 63.6 

HMNS, kg/m3 60 48 31.8 

Na2SiO3 solution, kg/m3 214.28 171.43 113.6 

NaOH solution (12M), kg/m3 85.71 68.6 45.5 

Na2SiO3/NaOH ratio 2.5 

Solid/alkaline activator ratio 2.0 

 

  After they were cast, the GP paste and GP concrete specimens were covered using plastic 

film/sheet for 24 hours. Then they were demoulded and cured in laboratory conditions at room 

temperature of 25±2°C with a relative humidity of 85-90% condition before the specimens were 

tested. 
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2.3 Testing of GP paste and GP concrete 

 

  Fresh properties of GP paste and GP concrete were determined using setting time tests by using 

Vicat apparatus as shown in Fig.2 and workability tests using the slump test as shown in Fig.3, 

respectively. The compressive strength tests and splitting tensile strength tests were performed 

using a universal testing machine, under a load control regime with a loading rate of 0.3 kN/s for 

the compressive strength tests and a constant load rate of 1.0 kN/min for the tensile strength tests 

in accordance with the ASTM C496 standard [36], as shown in Fig.4. All tests were carried out in 

triplicate and average values were obtained and used as the results.  

 

  A scanning electron microscope (SEM) Hitachi S-4800 equipped with an energy dispersive x-

ray (EDX) analyser (Brucker 5030) with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV, was used for 

morphological analysis evaluated under a low-vacuum mode and also for chemical analysis of the 

powder samples taken from the specimens. The samples used for SEM analysis were embedded in 

an epoxy resin and polished. To prepare the polished samples, a low speed diamond saw was used 

to slice a thick slices of 1~1.5 mm thickness, impregnated with low viscosity resin, then  polished 

using SiC grinding papers of 240 grit. Final polishing step was conducted by utilizing polishing 

cloths and water based diamond suspension of 1 and 6 µm. The resulting surface was metallised 

with gold before the analysis in back-scattering mode.  

 

    An X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was used to characterize and identify diverse crystalline and 

amorphous phases of the designed GP paste. XRD-6000 SHIMADZU X-Ray Diffractometer with 

Cu-Kα radiation generated under 40 mA and 44kv at room temperature, was used to examine four 

selected specimens. The XRD analysis was performed at a scanning angle 2θ ranged between 10 

and 70°. The analysis was run for 44 seconds per 2θ step. Then, the diffraction patterns were 

analysed using a software called “X'Pert HighScore Plus” to identify and auto-match the peaks. 

 

     Fourier infrared spectroscopy analysis (FTIR) was carried out to identify the different function 

groups of the produced GP paste by using a Perkin Elmer Spectrometer 2000 in transmittance 

mode with a frequency ranged between 4000 cm-1 and 650 cm-1 at 4 cm-1 resolution. The specimens 

were evaluated by applying Potassium Bromide (KBr) pellets methodology. 
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  Fig. 2.Vicat apparatus            Fig. 3.Slump test 
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(a)                                                                (b) 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Compressive strength and (b) Splitting tensile strength tests. 

 

 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1 GP paste 

 

  Fig.5 shows the compressive strengths of the FA-based GP paste specimens with different 

GGBS replacements, tested at ages of 7, 14 and 28 days, respectively. It can be seen from the 

figure that, for GGBS replacement less than 30%, the compressive strength increases with the time. 

However, when GGBS replacement reaches 30% the compressive strength increases from 7 days 

to 14 days, but after 14 days it decreases with time. The latter could be due to the excess of Ca 

content sourced from the GGBS in the mixture as inactive and unreacted constituents, which 

affects the condensation process and inhibits the continuity of the formation of geopolymer gels, 

and subsequently it causes the reduction of both setting time and compressive strength. When 

GGBS replacement reaches 40% the compressive strength was found to decrease with time, which 

is opposite to the strength development found in the specimens with GGBS replacement less than 
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30%. This indicates that too much GGBS has a negative effect on strength development. Also, it 

can be observed from the figure that the compressive strength of the FA-based GP paste increases 

initially and then reduces with the increased GGBS replacement, the case of which is similar to 

that of 30% replacement. The maximum compressive strengths at age 7, 14 and 28 days were 

found to be 38.5, 45.6 and 76.6 MPa, respectively, which occurred at the GGBS replacement of 

20%. Comparing the compressive strength of FA-based GP paste without GGBS (73.86 MPa) 

cured at the same conditions, the use of 20% GGBS replacement can increase the compressive 

strength by about 3.7%. A similar result was also found by Nath and Sarker [30], who reported 

that the FA-based paste had a strength increase when FA was partially replaced with GGBS. 

However, they found the maximum compressive strength was at the 30% GGBS replacement, 

which is slightly different from what we found here. The reason for this could be due to the 

different sources used for taking the FA and GGBS.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The compressive strength of FA-based paste with different GGBS replacement. 

 

  Fig.6 shows the compressive strengths of the FA-GGBS (20%)-based GP paste specimens with 

different HMNS replacements to FA, tested at ages of 7 and 14 days, respectively. It can be seen 

from the figure that, for all tested specimens the compressive strength at 14 days is higher than 

that at 7 days, indicating that the HMNS has no negative effect on the strength development. Also, 
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it can be observed from the figure that the highest compressive strength is when 10% HMNS 

replacement to FA was used, which gave the 14-day compressive strength of 60.82 MPa. 

Comparing the 14 days compressive strength of the FA(80%)-GGBS(20%) based GP paste 

without HMNS (47.2 MPa), the use of 10% HMNS replacement to FA can increase the 

compressive strength by about 29%, which is highly significant. This improvement in strength is 

mainly due to the high contents of magnesium in the mixture, which plays a similar role to the 

calcium and produces a new hydrate gel called hydrotalcite-like phase or magnesium-bearing 

silicate hydrates (M-S-H or C-M-S-H) [20,24]. A report produced by Zhang et al. [20] showed that 

the use of HMNS in FA-based GP concrete has a positive effect on the compressive strength of 

the mixture when its replacement is not over 60%. Otherwise, it will have a negative effect on the 

compressive strength.  

 

 

  It is believed that the combined use of class F FA, GGBS and HMNS mitigates the porosity of 

the matrix, by reducing its dehydration which leads to mass loss of the produced GP material. The 

use of 100 % of class F FA in the production of geopolymers mainly produces a major A-S-H gel 

phase, which is generally high porous as indicated in many previous research [24,32]. The 

combined use of FA and GGBS in GP concrete has been reported in literature and it has been 

demonstrated that the blending of these two materials in geopolymers can result in the formation 

of binary A-S-H and C-A-S-H gel phases, which improve the mechanical properties of the GP, 

and also control its fresh properties due to the influence of GGBS content. A previous study by 

Yang et al. [31] showed that the C-A-S-H gel formed due to the incorporation of GGBS was 

vulnerable when exposed to a high temperature and showed a considerable degradation. They also 

found that when HMNS was blended with GGBS it produces a high N-A(M)-S-H gel in the system.  

 

  Based on the results of the compressive strength of GP paste specimens described above it is 

concluded that the mixture of 70% FA, 20% GGBS and 10% HMNS provides the highest 

compressive strength. This proportion thus was to be used for the casting of concrete specimens.  
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Fig. 6. The compressive strength of FA-GGBS based paste with different HMNS replacements 

(GGBS replacement was kept as 20%).  

 

 

3.2 GP concrete 

 

  The GP concrete cubic and cylindrical specimens were mixed using the proportion as shown in 

Table 2. The workability of the GP concrete was examined by using the setting time test, which 

was performed on the fresh GP paste, whereas, the slump test was implemented on the fresh GP 

concrete as shown in Figs.7a and 7b, respectively. The setting time was obtained directly using the 

Vicat apparatus. The initial setting time started when an activator solution was added to the dry 

mixture until the time when the paste began to lose its elasticity, which corresponds to 310 min as 

shown in Fig.7a. The final setting time elapsed from the moment when the paste completely lost 

its elasticity, which corresponds to 1490 min as shown in Fig.7a. Both the initial setting time and 

final setting time seem reasonable for concrete although the final setting time was found to be 

slightly longer than the normal final setting time for traditional concrete. This could be due to the 

continuity of geopolymerization reactions taking place in concrete because of the high amorphous 

phase of HMNS, which needs more time to be reacted and to formulate (M-S-H or C-M-S-H) gels. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Setting time of GP paste and (b) slump test of GP concrete. 

  The slump test result of the fresh GP concrete is shown in Fig.7b. The procedure was repeated 

several times, which demonstrated the good workability of the designed GP concrete. Note that, 

the workability of a concrete is controlled not only by the binders but also by the aggregate and 

the alkaline activators. It is believed that the mixed sizes and proportion of FA, GGBS, HMNS 
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and aggregate played a significant role in the improvement of workability, which leads to creating 

what is called inter-particles dynamism in the system, which make the released molecule of water 

easily penetrate between particles during geopolymerization. 

 

  The compressive strengths of the designed GP concrete at 7, 14, 28 and 90 days are shown in 

Fig.8a-(A). It can be seen from the figure that the compressive strength increases from 27.17 MPa 

at 7 days to 55.60 MPa at 28 days, and then reduces a little from 55.60 MPa at 28 days to 48.14 

MPa at 90 days, indicating that the strength was fully developed during the first 28 days curing, 

whereas the afterwards strength reduction was about 14%. This reduction in compressive strength 

after 28 days is mainly due to the continuity of geopolymerization reaction with FA, which leads 

to the formation of more porous A-S-H gel compared to the C-S-H gel formed due to the presence 

of GGBS [32]. For the purpose of comparison, the compressive strengths reported by other 

researchers for the FA-based GP concrete with similar mixes and curing conditions are also 

superimposed in Fig.8a indicated as letters B, C and D [33-35]. The figure shows that, in overall, 

the designed GP concrete based on the test results of GP pastes has about 10% higher compressive 

strength than others. The improvement in strength of the GP concrete is partly because of the rapid 

formation of C-S-H and A-S-H gels during its geopolymerization as is confirmed by SEM/EDX 

analysis in Fig.10 to be discussed lately, and partly because of the different particle size 

distributions of FA, GGBS and HMNS, which makes the mixed concrete less porous. 

 

  The splitting tensile strengths of the designed GP concrete at 7, 14, 28 and 90 days are shown 

in Fig.8b, which were obtained experimentally by following ASTM standard C496 [36]. It can be 

seen from the figure that the splitting tensile strength increases from 2.89 MPa at 7 days to 4.57 

MPa at 28 days, and then reduces a little from 4.57 MPa at 28 days to 4.12 MPa at 90 days. The 

variation of the splitting tensile strength with age is very similar to that of the compressive strength 

with age, indicating that there might be a good correlation between the compressive strength and 

splitting tensile strength. Similar to the compressive strength, the 28 days splitting tensile strength 

of the designed GP concrete presented in this study is also 10% higher than that of the similar GP 

concrete reported in the literature by Sofi et al. [34],   as shown in Fig.8b-E, where the GP concrete 

was made at room temperature and relative humidity >80%.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

Fig. 8. (a) Compressive strength and (b) splitting tensile strength of GP concrete. Mix B and E 

were prepared using class F FA and GGBS and activator solution consists of sodium carbonate 

(Na2CO3), sodium silicate (Na2SiO3), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH). Mix C was prepared using 
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low calcium FA blended with small percentage of additive of GGBS, OPC, or hydrate lime, the 

alkaline activator was a mixture of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate. Mix D was prepared 

using low calcium FA activated with sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solution. 

 

3.3 SEM images  

 

  The SEM images of the FA-based GP pastes with varying GGBS and HMNS replacements, are 

shown in Fig.9. It is evident from these images that the paste with 70% FA, 20% GGBS and 10% 

HMNS exhibits a denser microstructure and almost fully reacted matrix with some unreacted 

cenosphere and plerospheres FA particles. It was reported that the unreacted particles do not act 

as filler in the mixture, but lead to an increase in the strength of the matrix with age [37]. 

 

  The images shown in Figs.9b and 9c demonstrate the geopolymerization products and show the 

presence of C-S-H and A-S-H gels, which were mainly created from the activation of the 20% of 

GGBS, which in turn interacts with the FA, as can be observed on the EDX images [38, 40]. The 

high source of the calcium and alumina-silicate in the mixture led to the formation of calcium 

alumina-silicate hydrate gel (C-A-S-H). GGBS, therefore, sourced an additional amount of 

calcium and contributed to an additional binding product, which in turn affects the setting 

behaviour of geopolymer gel [30]. It is highly possible for the Mg2+ which is sourced from the 

HMNS to contribute in the formation of new gel phase as Na-Al(Mg)-Si-H gel, as evidenced by 

the EDX analysis [20]. The micro-cracks observed in some of the SEM features probably occurred 

during the mechanical tests, since the powders tested for SEM were taken from the specimens after 

the mechanical tests. Such micro-fissures could also be the result of multi-sequences of an internal 

stress occurred between particles during microstructural development [39]. The presence of 

shaped-needles on the fly ash particles as appeared in Fig.9a2, is probably due to the high 

concentration of the activator solution in the mixture. This unreacted alkali solution precipitated 

as micro-needle particles in the mix during geopolymerization process [41].  

 

  Fig.10 presents the EDX analysis associated with the morphological images (SEM). It shows 

that the selected area has major elements of silicon, aluminium, calcium, sodium and magnesium 

as illustrated in Table 3. The EDX results were in good agreement with the XRD results to be 

shown in next section, where some patterns, such as quartz remained due to the partial dissolution 

of the raw materials. 
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Fig. 9. SEM images of FA-based GP pastes. 
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Fig. 10. SEM/EDX of selected areas from the produced GP matrix. 

 

Table 3. Relevant element percent of the selected areas from Figure 10. 

Element (Wt %) Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 

Si 18.0 39.7 22.4 21.4 

Al 8.1 3.7 13.8 4.9 

Ca 24.5 2.1 3.2 2.2 

Mg 3.8 - 0.9 16.5 

Na 2.0 2.5 7.0 3.0 

 

 

3.4 XRD analysis 

 

  The XRD patterns of FA-based GP paste cured at ambient temperature are shown in Fig.11. It 

can be seen from the pattern shown in Fig.11a that the main identified crystalline peak in FA was 

the quartz (SiO2) with a high intensity at 2θ =27º, which is supported by the XRF results where 

55.7% of SiO2 was detected. Mullite (Al6O13Si2) was another important peak detected in different 

ranges of 2θ (17º and 65º) [40]. Fig.11b shows that the main mineral elements found in GGBS 

were calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and quartz (SiO2) at 30º and 27º-50º, respectively. The XRD 

pattern shown in Fig.11c suggests that many crystalline phases were characterized in HMNS with 

a high peak of magnesium silicate (MgSiO3) at 2θ=27º [24, 42], where albite (Na (AlSi3O8)) was 

stretched at 2θ=18º, 23º and 53º and nickel magnesium silicate (Mg1.4Ni0.6O4Si) at 2θ=32º and 37º. 

Fig.11d shows the XRD patterns of the designed GP concrete. It is evident that magnesium 

vanadium molybdenium oxide (Mg2.5(VMo)O8) from HMNS is the main identified peak with a 

high intensity at 2θ=27º. It is also seen from the XRD result that new crystalline peaks appeared 

in the pattern, matched the calcium beryllium praseodymium oxide (CaBePr2O5), which has an 

orthorhombic crystallography and pnma space group. These new crystalline phases could be 

attributed to the presence of GGBS and HMNS, where their glassy phases were activated due to 

the high pH of the environment.  

 

  However, there is no formation of Mg(OH)2 crystalline products detected in the binder, which 

could lead to an undesired expansion of the geopolymer structure [24]. In addition, it can be 
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observed from the XRD patterns of the GP paste that the source materials have influence on the 

geopolymerization in two ways: The first one is mainly related to the broad hump on the XRD 

patterns of the GP paste, which also appears between 15º and 40º in the XRD patterns of the FA 

and GGBS. The hump shown in the XRD pattern of the GP paste corresponds to the formation of 

a new amorphous hump and was identified as the geopolymeric gel. The second one is related to 

the decrease in the intensity of the crystalline peaks. This reveals a partial dissolution of the 

crystalline phases of the precursor materials, such as the quartz (SiO2) from FA and the calcium 

carbonate (CaCO3) from GGBS. It was reported that the decrease of the intensity of the crystalline 

phases could be due to the presence of sodium silicate [45].      
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Fig. 11. X-ray diffractograms of the used raw materials and the manufactured GP paste. 
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3.5 FTIR analysis    

 

  The FTIR spectra of the GP concrete cured at room temperature at age 28 days are shown in 

Fig.12.  The difference in the absorption frequency of the GP products is characterized by various 

bands and function groups formed during geopolymerization. The bands at ~ 3300-3600 cm1- 

revealed that there is stretching vibration of O-H bending [43, 44, 45]. While the bands at 2000-

2200 cm-1 could correspond to the stretching vibration of the functional group of Na2CO3, K2CO3 

or sodium phosphate, formed by the activator solution and the binder material during the 

geopolymerization process. Typically, if there is an excess of sodium ions due to the high 

concentration of alkali solution, a portion of it is transferred to the surface where it carbonates with 

the carbon dioxides from the atmosphere [46, 47]. The stretching vibration frequency at ~ 2500 

cm-1 can be C=O. The bands at ~ 1670 cm-1 present the H-O-H group. The frequencies of CO3
2-

 

with stretching vibrations of C-O groups were characterized at the peaks ~1470 cm-1 [48]. The 

broad band at around 940-1005 cm-1 can be ascribed to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching 

vibrations of Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si, which are formed during the dissolution of SiO4 tetrahedra, 

generally the bands centred in these regions correspond to the C-S-H gel [49, 50]. However, the 

bands Si-O and Al-O were stretched at ~ 850 cm-1 and the stretching vibration of –CO3 was counted 

at 875 cm-1 [45, 51]. 
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Fig. 12. The FTIR spectra of raw materials and GP paste. 

  This study shows a good improvement of the mechanical and microstructure properties of the 

GP concrete mixed using FA, GGBS and HMNS. The combination of those three materials led to 

the formation of ternary gel phases, due to the occurring of different chemical reactions in the 

mixture with the presence of the alkali activator solution. It was also demonstrated that the M-S-

H or C-M-S-H gel sourced from the HMNS is denser and morphological less porous when 

compared with the A-S-H and C-S-H gels formed from FA and GGBS. It is clear that the 

incorporation of HMNS with class F FA and GGBS introduces a significant improvement on the 

engineering properties. The sourced Mg++ cations from HMNS improve the geopolymerization of 

geopolymeric system. The chemical nature of the magnesium allows the Mg++ cations to form a 

strong intermolecular bonding with other cations such as Si+4 and Al+3 through sharing of oxygen 

atoms as schematised in Fig.13. The proposed model shown in Fig.13 is fundamentally similar to 

that proposed by Davidovits [52]. Further, the presence of Mg++ in the geopolymeric chain 

provides chemical stability or what is called interatomic-bonding in the matrix, due to the 

formation of different chain-links such as Si-O-Mg, Si-O-Al, Ca-O-Si and Si-O-Si. Therefore, it 

is believed that such intermolecular forces created in the system can be a reasonable explanation 

for the improvement of the GP properties.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13.Proposed model of the ternary A-S-H, Ca-S-H, and C-M-S-H gel phases. 
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4. Conclusions 

 

The mechanical and microstructural properties of FA-GGBS-HMNS-based geopolymer paste and 

concrete were investigated experimentally in this paper. The effects of using GGBS and HNMS 

as a partial replacement of FA on the compressive strength and splitting tensile strength of the 

mixed GP paste and GP concrete were examined. It was found that the GP paste and GP concrete 

mixed with 70% FA, 20% GGBS and 10% HNMS exhibited higher mechanical properties, with a 

compressive strength of 55.6 MPa and a splitting tensile strength of 4.57 MPa. The morphological 

and microstructural analysis showed that there are additional formations of crystalline phases. 

These are derived from different minerals such as Mg, Ca, Si, Al and Na. The XRD results showed 

the formation of C-S-H, C-A-S-H and other new gel phases such as magnesium vanadium 

molybdenium oxide and calcium beryllium praseodymium oxide, which are mainly sourced from 

GGBS and HMNS as main sources of calcium and magnesium respectively.  

 

The SEM analysis showed that the manufactured GP concrete is highly compacted, with a dense 

matrix and fewer pores. The EDX analysis associated with SEM images and FTIR results confirm 

that a partial replacement of FA with GGBS and HMNS enhances the mechanical properties of 

the produced GPC. This is mainly due to the formation of new crystalline phases as a result of the 

incorporation of Ca++ and Mg++ into the geopolymer gel. Therefore, the combination of FA, GGBS 

and HMNS results in the formation of ternary gels C-S-H, A-S-H and Na-Al(Mg)-Si-H, which 

leads to the improvement of the mechanical properties of the produced GP products. This study 

highlights the future research and the development of geopolymer concrete technology, by 

focusing on two potential solutions. First, it can use industrial by-products and decrease the amount 

of harmful waste materials. Second, it can be used as new alternative sources of cementitious 

material, which have a lower greenhouse footprint than the conventional concrete. 
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